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Abstract
The accurate calculation of the (differential) correlation energy is central to the
quantum chemical description of bond-formation and bond-dissociation processes.
In order to estimate the quality of single- and multi-reference approaches for this
purpose, various diagnostic tools have been developed. In this work, we elaborate
on our previous observation [J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 3, 3129 (2012)] that one- and
two-orbital-based entanglement measures provide quantitative means for the assess-
ment and classification of electron correlation effects among molecular orbitals. The
dissociation behavior of some prototypical diatomic molecules features all types of
correlation effects relevant for chemical bonding. We demonstrate that our entan-
glement analysis is convenient to dissect these electron correlation effects and to
provide a conceptual understanding of bond-forming and bond-breaking processes
from the point of view of quantum information theory.
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1 Introduction
The correlation energy is a central quantity in quantum chemistry. It is usually defined
as the error in the electronic energy calculated within the independent-particle model of
Hartree–Fock (HF) theory with respect to the exact solution of the electronic Schro¨dinger
equation [1, 2],
Ecorr. = Eexact − EHF. (1)
The exact electronic energy Eexact can be obtained from the full configuration interaction
(FCI) approach.
Although there exists no rigorous distinction between different types of electron cor-
relation effects, the correlation energy is typically divided into three categories: dynamic,
static and nondynamic [3,4]. The dynamic correlation energy is considered to be respon-
sible for keeping electrons apart and is attributed to a large number of configurations
(determinants) with small absolute weights in the wave function expansion, while the
nondynamic and static contributions involve only some determinants with large absolute
weights which are necessary for an appropriate treatment of the quasi-degeneracy of or-
bitals [3–5]. In particular, static electron correlation embraces a suitable combination
of determinants to account for proper spin symmetries and their interactions, whereas
nondynamic correlation is required to allow a molecule to separate correctly into its frag-
ments [3, 4].
Over the past decades, a number of quantum chemical methods has been developed to
accurately describe either dynamic or nondynamic/static correlation effects. For instance,
Møller–Plesset perturbation theory and single-reference coupled cluster (CC) theory [4]
are successful in capturing dynamic correlation effects in single-reference cases, while the
complete active space self consistent field (CASSCF) approach [6] is suitable to describe
static correlation in multi-reference problems. Still, the neglect of one kind of correlation
effects may lead to non-negligible errors, which led to the development of ”hybrid” ap-
proaches, among which are the complete active space second-order perturbation theory
(CASPT2) [7–9] and the multi-reference CC ansatz [10–13], both with their own intrinsic
limitations. A priori knowledge about the interplay of dynamic, nondynamic and static
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electron correlation effects is required to select an appropriate electron correlation method
in order to obtain reliable results. This issue becomes most severe when spectroscopic
accuracy of, say, 0.01 eV for relative energies is desired. The consideration of dynamic,
static and nondynamic correlation effects on an equal footing still remains a challenge for
quantum chemistry.
The quality of single- and multi-reference quantum chemical methods can be estimated
by a number of diagnostic tools [14]. Examples are the absolute or squared weights of the
reference or principal configuration (the |C0| coefficient) obtained from a CI calculation
[15] and the Euclidean norm of the t1 amplitudes, which are denoted as T1 [15–17] and S2
diagnostics [18] in CC and perturbation theory, respectively. Related are the D1 and D2
measures based on single and double excitations in single-reference CC theory [19,20].
A conceptually different group of diagnostic measures is based on concepts from quan-
tum information theory and exploits knowledge about the one-particle reduced density
matrix in terms of natural occupation numbers [21], the two-particle reduced density ma-
trix or its cumulant in terms of the Frobenius norm [22–30], the weights from excited
configurations of some wave function expansion, [31] and the distribution of effectively
unpaired electrons [32–36].
A complementary classification of electron correlation effects that exploits entangle-
ment measures among molecular orbitals was recently proposed by us [37]. Our analysis
is based on the assessment of the entanglement among any pair of orbitals and the en-
tanglement of one orbital with all other orbitals, respectively, as encoded in a FCI-type
wave function. An in-depth study of iron nitrosyl complexes [37], featuring complicated
electronic structures, showed that the static, nondynamic, and dynamic contributions to
the correlation energy and, as a consequence, the single- and multi-reference nature of a
quantum system, can be distinguished by examining the entanglement patterns of the or-
bitals. Our entanglement analysis comprises two entropic measures: (i) the single-orbital
entropy [38],
s(1)i = −
∑
α
wα,i lnwα,i, (2)
(α denotes the four different occupations of a spatial orbital) which quantifies the entan-
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glement between one particular orbital and the remaining set of orbitals contained in the
active orbital space from the eigenvalues wα,i of the one-orbital reduced density matrix ρi
of a given orbital. And, (ii) the mutual information [38–40],
Ii,j =
1
2
(s(2)i,j − s(1)i − s(1)j)(1− δij), (3)
which measures the entanglement of two orbitals i and j embedded in the environment
of all other active-space orbitals. s(2)i,j is the two-orbital entropy between a pair (i, j) of
orbitals, which is calculated from the eigenvalue of the two-orbital reduced density matrix
ρi,j (analogously to Eq. (2), but with α now enumerating the 16 possible no-, one-, and
two-electron states defined on the pair of orbitals), and δij is the Kronecker delta. The
one- and two-orbital density matrices can be determined from a many-particle density
matrix by tracing out all many-electron states defined on the active-space orbitals that
complement those orbital i (and j, respectively) whose entanglement with the others shall
be studied [39]. The general occupation-number-vector expansion of the electronic wave
function constructed from L active-space orbitals
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{n1...nL}
ψn1,...,nL|n1 . . . ni . . . nj . . . nL〉, (4)
(ni denoting the occupation of orbital i) may be decomposed into states |ni〉 and |ninj〉
defined on a system comprising the single or pair of orbitals, respectively, and into those
of its environment defined on the remaining orbitals. If, for the system consisting of
one orbital i, we split the environment states e (e then being a composite index) as
|e1〉 ∈ {|n1 . . . ni−1〉} and |e2〉 ∈ {|ni+1 . . . nL〉}, we can write the total electronic state as
|Ψ〉 → |Ψ(ni,e)〉 =
∑
ni,e1,e2
ψni,e1,e2|e1〉 ⊗ |ni〉 ⊗ |e2〉. (5)
For the case of the system consisting of two orbitals i and j, we may split the environment
states e as |e1〉 ∈ {|n1 . . . ni−1〉}, |e2〉 ∈ {|ni+1 . . . nj−1〉}, and |e3〉 ∈ {|nj+1 . . . nL〉}. Then,
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the total electronic state reads in this basis
|Ψ〉 → |Ψ(ni,nj ,e)〉 =
∑
ni,nj ,e1,e2,e3
ψni,nj ,e1,e2,e3|e1〉 ⊗ |ni〉 ⊗ |e2〉 ⊗ |nj〉 ⊗ |e3〉 (6)
The one- and two-orbital density matrix operator can now be expressed as
ρˆi = Tre|Ψ(ni,e)〉〈Ψ(ni,e)| (7)
and
ρˆi,j = Tre|Ψ(ni,nj ,e)〉〈Ψ(ni,nj ,e)|, (8)
respectively. From these operators one may derive the one- and two-orbital density ma-
trices, which are calculated from the expansion coefficients ψni,e and ψni,nj ,e, respectively.
The total quantum information embedded in a wave function can be calculated from
the set of single-orbital entropies [41]
Itot =
∑
i
s(1)i. (9)
As found in Ref. 37, large single-orbital entropies (s(1)i > 0.5) and large values for the
mutual information Ii,j indicate orbitals which are important for nondynamic correla-
tion effects. Medium-sized single-orbital entropies (0.1 < s(1)i < 0.5) together with
moderately entangled orbitals (medium values of Ii,j ) and small single-orbital entropies
(s(1)i < 0.1) accompanied by small values of Ii,j can be attributed to static and dynamic
correlation effects, respectively. An advantage of our approach is that it reduces elec-
tron correlation effects encoded in a wave function (optimized by any quantum chemical
method) to quantities defined for the orbital basis, which can then be easily compared to
each other.
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it provides a computational prescription for
the calculation of the entanglement measures introduced in Refs. 38–40 and exploited in
Ref. 37, which is given in section 2. Second, these entanglement measures are discussed
in the context of bond-forming (or equivalently, bond-breaking) processes in section 4
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(section 3 contains the computational details), where we demonstrate how the single-
orbital entropy can be employed to monitor the cleavage of chemical bonds. Conceptual
understanding of electronic structures in terms of entangled orbitals results and a pictorial
representation of how many bonds (single, double, triple, etc.) are formed between two
atoms emerges from the single-orbital entropy diagrams. We focus on a benchmark set of
small diatomic molecules, which constitute paradigms of both single- and multi-reference
problems: the N2, F2 and CsH molecules.
2 One and two-orbital entanglement measures
The matrix representation of the one and two-orbital reduced density matrices ρi and
ρi,j introduced above can be constructed from fermionic correlation functions [40] or from
generalized correlation functions [42]. In the following, we present the formalism relying
on the latter ones. For a spin-1/2 fermionic model, like the one under consideration
here, single-electron basis states (orbitals) can be empty, occupied with an α-(spin-up)
or a β-(spin-down) electron, or doubly occupied with two electrons of paired spin. These
states we denote as |– 〉, |–↓ 〉, |–↑ 〉, and |–↓↑ 〉, respectively. Since the local basis is four
dimensional, 16 possible operators O(m)i arise,
O(m)i =
i−1⊗
j=1
I⊗O(m) ⊗
L⊗
j=i+1
I (10)
which operate on the basis states of a single orbital i (with I being the four-dimensional
unit matrix and the action of O(m) as summarized in Table 1 (for m = 1 . . . 16)). Note
that the dimension of O(m) is four, while the (full) operator O(m)i acting on the total state
is 4L.
Table 1: The single-orbital basis operators describing transitions between single-orbital
basis states.
O(m) – –↓ –↑ –↓↑
– O(1) O(2) O(3) O(4)
–↓ O(5) O(6) O(7) O(8)
–↑ O(9) O(10) O(11) O(12)
–↓↑ O(13) O(14) O(15) O(16)
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The structure of the 4 × 4 one-orbital operators O(m) is rather trivial: each operator
contains a single element being equal to one at matrix position k, l where |l〉 is the initial
state and |k〉 is the final state. It thus acts like a transition matrix from state |l〉 to |k〉.
Explicitly, we may write the one-orbital operator O(m) as
O(1) =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , O(2) =

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , etc. (11)
such that the matrix elements of O(m) can be expressed as a Kronecker delta, (O(m))k,l =
δ(l+4[k−1]),m for m = 1 . . . 16, and the one-orbital states are labeled by k = 1 . . . 4 and l =
1 . . . 4. For the many-electron wave function in occupation-number-vector representation
the multi-site reduced density matrices can be expressed using products of O(m)i operators
acting on specific sites.
The one-orbital reduced density matrix ρi can then be calculated by taking those
operators which do not change the single-orbital basis state [40],
ρi =

〈O(1)i 〉 0 0 0
0 〈O(6)i 〉 0 0
0 0 〈O(11)i 〉 0
0 0 0 〈O(16)i 〉
 , (12)
where the expectation value is calculated from the total electronic state. We may ab-
breviate this structure in tabular form as summarized in Table 2. Once the one-orbital
reduced density matrix ρi is constructed, s(1)i can be determined from its eigenvalues
wi,α according to Eq. (2).
In the case of the two-orbital reduced density matrix ρi,j, (ρi,j)kl,pq mediates a transi-
tion from state |p, q〉 to |k, l〉 where |p〉 and |k〉 are the initial and final states, respectively,
defined on spatial orbital i, while |q〉 and |l〉 are the initial and final states, respectively,
defined on spatial orbital j. ρi,j can be calculated from expectation values of opera-
tor products O(m)i O(n)j , where m = p + 4(k − 1) and n = q + 4(l − 1). Thus, the two
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Table 2: Expressing the single-orbital reduced density matrix, ρi, in terms of single-orbital
operators, O(m)i , defined in Table 1. For better readability only the operator number
indices, m are shown corresponding to 〈Ψ|O(m)i |Ψ〉.
ρi – –↓ –↑ –↓↑
– 1
–↓ 6
–↑ 11
–↓↑ 16
four-dimensional spaces for states defined on orbitals i and j are expressed as one 16-
dimensional space whose basis is labelled |–– 〉, |––↓ 〉, |–↓– 〉, |––↑ 〉, . . . , |–↓↑–↓↑ 〉. As in the
one-orbital case, the two-orbital reduced density matrix ρi,j can be built explicitly using
the expectation values of the two-orbital correlation functions. The two-orbital reduced
density matrix ρi,j has non-zero matrix elements only between two-orbital states possess-
ing the same quantum numbers, n and sz, of two orbitals since ρi,j does not change the
quantum numbers of the two orbitals. Therefore, ρi,j has a block diagonal structure and
there is no need to calculate all 16 × 16 matrix elements. Taking also into account that
ρi,j is symmetric, only 26 expectation values remain to be determined. The single-orbital
operator combinations for orbitals i and j used for obtaining the nonzero matrix elements
of ρi,j are summarized in Table 3. For better readability, we abbreviated 〈Ψ| O(m)i O(n)j |Ψ〉
by m/n in that Table, where O(n)i is the n-th one-orbital operator acting on orbital i as
given in Table 4 and |Ψ〉 is again a general correlated wave function. Although the calcula-
tion of the two-orbital correlation functions is expensive since all O(m)i O(n)j terms must be
renormalized and stored independently, the required 26 calculations can be performed in
a fully parallel manner [42]. Once the two-orbital reduced density matrix is constructed,
s(2)i,j can be determined from its eigenvalues in analogy to Eq. (2), and thereby, the
mutual information for each orbital pair (i, j) can be evaluated. An important feature of
this method is that one can also analyze the sources of entanglement encoded in Ii,j by
studying the individual correlation functions [42].
It is worth to note that if the Hilbert space of the wave function is partitioned into a
system and an environment part in a way that both blocks are built up from continuous
segments of orbitals, i.e., orbitals are permuted so that the orbitals i and j are situated
next to each other in the system block (taking care of the proper phase factor which is
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Table 3: Expressing the two-orbital reduced density matrix, ρi,j, in terms of single-orbital
operators, O(m)i . For better readability only the operator number indices, m are shown,
thus m/n corresponds to 〈Ψ| O(m)i O(n)j |Ψ〉. n and sz, denote the quantum numbers of two
orbitals.
n=0,
sz=0
n=1,
sz=-
1
2
n=1,
sz=
1
2
n=2,
sz=-
1
n=2, sz=0
n=2,
sz=1
n=3,
sz=-
1
2
n=3,
sz=
1
2
n=4,
sz=0
ρi,j – – – –↓ –↓– – –↑ –↑– –↓–↓ – –↓↑ –↓–↑ –↑–↓ –↓↑– –↑–↑ –↓–↓↑ –↓↑–↓ –↑–↓↑ –↓↑–↑ –↓↑–↓↑
– – 1/1
– –↓ 1/6 2/5
–↓– 5/2 6/1
– –↑
1/11
3/9
–↑– 9/3
1/11
–↓–↓ 6/6
– –↓↑
1/16 2/15 3/14 4/13
–↓–↑
5/12 6/11 7/10
8/9
–↑–↓ 9/8
10/7 11/6 12/5
–↓↑–
13/4 14/3 15/2 16/1
–↑–↑
11/11
–↓–↓↑
6/16 8/14
–↓↑–↓
14/8 16/6
–↑–↓↑
11/16 15/12
–↓↑–↑
15/12 16/11
–↓↑–↓↑
16/16
then introduced), then Eq. (4) reduces to the form
|Ψ〉 =
∑
s,e
ψs,e |s〉 ⊗ |e〉 , (13)
where |s〉 stands for the basis states of the system and |e〉 for those of the remaining
orbitals. In this representation, the components O(m) can be written in terms of spin-
dependent, fermionic creation c†σ and annihilation cσ operators, which create and annihi-
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late an electron of σ spin, and spin-dependent number operators nσ, defined as
nσ = c
†
σcσ. (14)
All 16 components O(m) of the one-orbital operators are collected in Table 4. As a conse-
quence, the elements of the reduced density matrices can also be expressed using standard
one-orbital operators in this bipartite representation [40]. We should emphasize that the
one-particle reduced density matrix, and hence its eigenvalue spectrum, contributes only
one ingredient of the total 26 orbital correlation functions (see Table 4). Therefore, the
one- and two-orbital reduced density matrices can comprise more information about quan-
tum entanglement and electron correlation than encoded in the occupation numbers of
the one-particle reduced density matrix.
Table 4: The sixteen possible transitions between the different single-orbital basis states
mediated by single-orbital operators.
O(1) 1− n↑ − n↓ + n↑n↓
O(2) c↓ − n↑c↓
O(3) c↑ − n↓c↑
O(4) c↓c↑
O(5) c†↓ − n↑c†↓
O(6) n↓ − n↑n↓
O(7) c†↓c↑
O(8) −n↓c↑
O(9) c†↑ − n↓c†↑
O(10) c↓c†↑
O(11) n↑ − n↑n↓
O(12) n↑c↓
O(13) c†↓c†↑
O(14) −n↓c†↑
O(15) n↑c†↓
O(16) n↑n↓
In this work, the entanglement measures are determined from wave functions optimized
by the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [43–46] algorithm developed by
White [47] since DMRG allows for a balanced description of nondynamic, static and
dynamic electron correlation effects within a sufficiently large active space. However, we
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should note that all entropic quantities could also be determined from any other correlated
wave function. If the DMRG algorithm is used to optimize the electronic wave function,
the one-orbital and the two-orbital correlation functions can be calculated for all orbitals
i and all orbital pairs (i, j) at the end of a full DMRG sweep. We should note that all
orbital-entanglement functions are determined from well-converged DMRG wave functions
and thus the choice of the DMRG parameter set, e.g., the ordering of molecular orbitals
and the number of renormalized active-system states (cf. section 3), does not affect the
entanglement measures. The analysis of the one- and two-orbital correlation functions
provides a different perspective on some well-known correlation problems.
3 Computational details
All calculated quantities (energies and entanglement measures) are in Hartree atomic
units.
3.1 Basis sets and relativity
For the light elements H, N and F, Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used with the fol-
lowing contractions H: (6s3p2d)→ [4s3p2d]; N and F: (11s6p3d2f)→ [5s4p3d2f ]). For the
Cs atom, a contracted QZP ANO-RCC basis set ((26s22p15d4f2g)→ [9s8p7d3f2g]) was
employed [48], which is specifically optimized for the Douglas–Kroll–Hess (DKH) Hamil-
tonian [49, 50]. Scalar relativistic effects were considered in the case of CsH through the
DKH Hamiltonian (tenth order for CASSCF and third order for CC calculations, respec-
tively) [51, 52]. Higher-order DKH Hamiltonians are not implemented in the NWChem
6.1 release and could therefore not be used in the CC calculations.
3.2 CASSCF
All CASSCF calculations [6,53] have been performed with the Molpro 2010.1 program
package [54–56]. For the N2 and F2 molecules, all active spaces contained both non-
bonding 2s-orbitals, the bonding 2ppi (doubly degenerate) and 2pσ, and the antibonding
2ppi∗ (doubly degenerate) and 2pσ∗ combinations imposing D2h point group symmetry (cf.
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Table 5). This corresponds to active spaces comprising ten electrons in eight orbitals for
N2 (CAS(10,8)SCF) and 14 electrons in eight orbitals for F2 (CAS(14,8)SCF). For the
CsH molecule, a CAS(10,15)SCF was employed imposing C2v point group symmetry (cf.
Table 5), which includes the bonding and antibonding combinations of the Cs 6s-orbital
and of the H 1s-orbital, respectively, as well as the remaining nonbonding 4d-, 6p-, 5d- and
7s-orbitals of the Cs atom. Note that the 4dσ-orbital was not included in the active space
in analogy to the work presented in Ref. 57. The missing dynamic correlation energy was
added on top of the CASSCF wave functions employing second order perturbation theory
(CASPT2) as implemented in the Molpro 2010.1 program package [58].
Table 5: Resolution of the relevant irreducible representations of D∞h point group towards
those of the D2h and C2v subgroups [59].
D∞h D2h C2v
σg ag a1
σu b1u a1
pig b2g⊕ b3g b1⊕ b2
piu b2u⊕ b3u b1⊕ b2
δg ag⊕ b1g a1⊕ a2
δu au⊕ b1u a1⊕ a2
φg b2g⊕ b3g b1⊕ b2
φu b2u⊕ b3u b1⊕ b2
3.3 DMRG
All DMRG calculations were performed with the Budapest DMRG program [60]. As
orbital basis, the natural orbitals obtained from the CASSCF calculations as described in
section 3.2 are taken. The active spaces could be extended to CAS(10,46), CAS(14,32)
and CAS(10,51) in our DMRG calculations for the N2, F2 and CsH molecules, respectively.
For N2, additionally the 5×σg, 5×σu, 4×piu, 4×pig, 2×δu, 2×δg, 1×φg and 1×φu lowest
lying virtual orbitals have been included in the active space, while for F2, the 4×σg, 4×σu,
3×piu, 3×pig, 1×δu and 1×δu virtual orbitals have been added to the CAS(14,8) active
space (note that the pi, δ, and φ are doubly degenerate, see Table 5). In the case of the
CsH molecule, the CAS(10,15) active space was extended by the 10×σ, 6×pi, 5×δ and 2
×φ virtual orbitals. We should note that for the CsH molecule at an internuclear distance
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of 5.5 A˚ only 50 orbitals were in the active space since a δ-type virtual orbital has been
rotated into a σ-type virtual orbital in the CAS(10,15)SCF reference. Therefore, only 9
out of 10 σ-orbitals were selected for the DMRG active space for this particular bond
length.
To enhance DMRG convergence, the orbital ordering was optimized [61] and the num-
ber of renormalized active-system states was chosen dynamically according to a predefined
threshold value for the quantum information loss [38] employing the dynamic block state
selection approach [41,62]. As initial guess, the dynamically-extended-active-space proce-
dure was applied [38]. In the DMRG calculations, the minimum and maximum number of
renormalized active-system states m was varied from 512 to 1024 and from 1024 to 2048,
respectively, while the quantum information loss was set to 10−5 in all calculations. Note
that a large number of renormalized active-system states mstart = 1024 was chosen for the
initialization procedure for the F2 molecule to achieve fast and stable convergence. The
convergence behavior of all DMRG calculations with respect to the DMRG parameter set
is summarized in the Supporting Information.
3.4 Coupled cluster
The (restricted) coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD), coupled cluster singles,
doubles and perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) and coupled cluster singles, doubles and
triples (CCSDT) calculations were performed with the NWChem 6.1 quantum chemical
program package [63–65] using the tensor contraction engine [66–69]. All CC calculations
were carried out for two different sizes of the orbital space: for (i) the complete virtual
orbital space (later denoted as full-virtual and labeled as CC(x,all), where x indicates the
number of correlated electrons) and (ii) for a (restricted) orbital space of the same size as
in our DMRG calculations (in terms of number of correlated electrons and orbitals). The
latter was performed to estimate the amount of the dynamic correlation energy captured
within the DMRG active space. Note, however, that the orbitals in the CC and DMRG
calculations are different because the Hartree–Fock determinant is the reference for the CC
calculations. Hence, the correlation energies obtained from DMRG and CC in the DMRG
active space are not identical. Still, a comparison of the restricted-space CC results with
the full CC results, both calculated for Hartree–Fock orbitals, shows the precentage of
13
electron correlation captured within the active space.
4 Results and discussion
Following the introduction of an entanglement classification of correlation effects in Ref.
37, in this section we discuss how the entanglement measures can be instrumental for
an analysis of bond-breaking and bond-forming processes. It is important to understand
that these measures allow us to extract orbital-related information from a correlated
wave function. The single-orbital entropies and mutual information corresponding to the
molecular orbitals forming a chemical bond show large values when bonds are stretched.
All other orbitals remain slightly entangled with small values for s(1)i and Ii,j. Such
patterns are consistent with the understanding of nondynamic correlation effects, where
those orbitals become strongly entangled which allow a molecule to correctly separate into
its fragments. The one- and two-orbital entanglement measures should, therefore, provide
a qualitative picture of how many bonds are formed between two atoms. A similar analysis
holds for strongly correlated systems in condensed matter physics when the strength of
entanglement bonds is determined [42]. A qualitative, entanglement-based bond order
can be determined from the total number of steep changes in the s(1)i-diagram present
in the dissociation limit (divided by two to account for the bonding and anti-bonding
combination of molecular orbitals), which will be demonstrated in the following sections.
Furthermore, the process of bond-breaking or bond-forming along a reaction coor-
dinate can be monitored in the evolution of the single-orbital entropies. Since static
and nondynamic electron correlation effects become dominant if bonds are stretched, the
single-orbital entropies corresponding to the bonding and antibonding pair of molecular
orbitals should increase gradually. In particular, the rate of growth should depend on
the type (or strength) of a specific bond as the magnitude of the one- and two-orbital
entanglement measures is connected to the structure of the electronic wave function (cf.
section 2). In a qualitative picture, the s(1)i values of orbitals involved in weak pi-bonds
increase faster than those corresponding to strong σ-bonds. A chemical bond is considered
broken if the s(1)i remain unchanged when the two centers A and B are further pulled
apart, i.e., if ∂s(1)i/∂rAB → 0, and thus ∂Itot/∂rAB → 0 for large bond lengths rAB.
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This should allow us to resolve bond-breaking processes of individual σ-, pi-, or δ-bonds
in multi-bonded centers.
In the following, we perform an entanglement analysis of the triple bond in N2 and
of the single bonds in F2 and CsH at various internuclear distances. For this, we present
entanglement diagrams that depict the mutual information defined among each pair of
orbitals. These diagrams are color coded: blue lines indicate a mutual information whose
order of magnitude is 0.1, red lines one of magnitude 0.01 and green lines one of magnitude
0.001. The color coding is as in Ref. 37, where weakly entangled orbitals important for
dynamic correlation effects are connected by green lines, while orbitals important for static
and non-dynamic correlation effects are connected by red and blue lines, respectively. In
addition, each entanglement diagram is accompanied by a single-orbital entropy plot,
in which each natural orbital is assigned the calculated single-orbital entropy. During
the dissociation process, orbitals that are involved in describing the chemical bond will
become strongly entangled, i.e., they exhibit increasing Ii,j and single-orbital entropies.
4.1 The dinitrogen molecule
First, we investigate the dissociation process of the dinitrogen molecule. It is well-known
that the restricted Hartree–Fock wave function dissociates into an unphysical mixture
of neutral and ionic fragments with charges varying from ±1 to ±3. This suggests that
a large amount of correlation of different types (nondynamic, static, and dynamic) is
mandatory to properly describe the dissociation process and spin-recoupling of the triple
bond in the N2 molecule [70–76].
For the entanglement study, we chose six points along the reaction coordinate, includ-
ing the equilibrium structure. In Table 6, the electronic energies determined in CASSCF,
CASPT2, DMRG, and CC calculations are summarized. For a better overview, the elec-
tronic energies at different internuclear distances are depicted in Figure 1 (all energies
calculated with different methods at the equilibrium distance have been chosen as the
zero-Hartree reference).
The restricted-virtual CC calculations yield, in general, higher electronic energies than
the DMRG(10,46) calculations for short and intermediate internuclear distances. To de-
scribe correlation effects in the N2 molecule appropriately, higher order excitation opera-
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Table 6: Electronic energies for the N2 molecule in Hartree for CASSCF, CASPT2,
DMRG, CCSD, CCSD(T), and CCSDT calculations at different interatomic distances
dNN.
Method 1.12 A˚ 1.69 A˚ 2.12 A˚ 2.22 A˚ 2.33 A˚ 3.18 A˚
CAS(10,8)SCF−109.132 549 −108.882 463 −108.804 469 −108.800 108 −108.797 850 −108.795 397
CAS(10,8)PT2−109.359 217 −109.123 008 −109.034 004 −109.025 152 −109.019 396 −109.008 111
DMRG(10,46) −109.229 813 −108.995 701 −108.912 849 −108.905 589 −108.900 737 −108.881 603
CCSD(10,47) −109.000 679 −108.941 650 −108.909 788 −108.928 743 −108.950 482 a
CCSD(T)(10,47)−109.000 713 −108.985 858 −109.041 195 −109.110 778 −109.187 441 a
CCSDT(10,47)−109.006 569 −108.986 784 −108.986 784 −109.038 483 −109.055 259 a
CCSD(10,all) −109.360 160 −109.070 979 −108.953 165 −108.954 475 −108.966 565 a
CCSD(T)(10,all)−109.380 205 −109.128 573 −109.095 725 −109.144 281 −109.222 288 a
CCSDT(10,all)−109.379 815 −109.124 975 −109.122 251 −109.144 221 −109.162 828 a
a Not computed due to convergence difficulties.
tors in the cluster operator are mandatory [72]. We should note that the dimension of the
active space had to be enlarged by one additional virtual orbital in all restricted-virtual
CC calculations to prevent symmetry breaking in the doubly-degenerate φg-orbitals (b2g⊕
b3g) and hence to avoid an unphysical lowering of the electronic energy.
Figure 1: Electronic energy differences for the N2 molecule at various intermolecular
distances determined by different quantum chemical methods. The energy reference is
the electronic energy at equilibrium distance of each method.
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Figure 2: Mutual information and single-orbital entropies s(1)i from
DMRG(10,46)[512,1024,10−5] calculations for the N2 molecule at different internuclear
distances. The orbitals are numbered and sorted according to their (CASSCF) natural
occupation numbers. Strongly entangled orbitals are shown on the right hand side. Each
orbital index in the s(1)i diagram (middle; those included in the CAS(10,8)SCF calculations
are marked in red) corresponds to the same natural orbital as numbered in the entanglement
plot (left). The total quantum information Itot is 2.09, 4.80, 8.00, and 8.77 with increasing
distance.
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Figure 3: Mutual information (left) and single-orbital entropies s(1)i (right) from DMRG(10,8)
calculations for the N2 molecule at different internuclear distances. The orbitals — marked in
red in Figure 2 — are numbered and sorted according to their (CASSCF) natural occupation
numbers. The orbital index and the number in the entanglement plot (left) correspond to the
same natural orbital.
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The slope of the potential energy surface shown in Figure 1 is either too steep (CCSD(10,all))
or too flat (CCSD(T) and CCSDT) and declines unphysically from an internuclear dis-
tance of 2.10 A˚ onwards. Restricting the number of active virtual orbitals even un-
derestimates bonding and amplifies the unphysical behavior in the electronic energy at
longer bond lengths. Similar observations were reported by other authors [72, 77]. Note
that it was not possible to converge CC calculations when approaching the dissociation
limit (larger than and including 2.33 A˚), most probably due to the large atomic basis
sets employed in this study [72]. It is worth mentioning that the CAS(10,8)SCF and
CAS(10,8)PT2 results agree well with the DMRG(10,46) reference calculations.
The different performance of CC, CASSCF, and CASPT2 calculations can be ex-
plained by exploring the single-orbital entropy and mutual information diagrams shown
in Figure 2 for selected interatomic distances (additional entanglement diagrams can be
found in the Supporting Information). Close to the equilibrium structure, both pi- and
pi∗-orbitals (#10-#33,#16-#39) are strongly entangled, followed by the bonding and anti-
bonding combinations of the σ-orbitals (#2-#25), while all remaining orbitals are impor-
tant to capture dynamic electron correlation effects. When the nitrogen atoms are pulled
apart, the single-orbital entropies corresponding to the σ, σ∗, pi, and pi∗-orbitals increase
considerably. However, we still observe a large number of orbitals which are dynamically
entangled. This explains the qualitatively good performance of the CCSD(T)(14,all) and
CCSDT(14,all) calculations close to the equilibrium structure and for small internuclear
distances compared to the DMRG reference (see Figure 1). However, the amount of
dynamic correlation decreases upon dissociation, and the system becomes dominated by
static and nondynamic electron correlation (note the decreasing number of green lines
and increasing number of single-orbital entropies close to zero with increasing distances).
Thus, the standard single-reference CC fails—as expected—in describing the dissociation
process of the N2 molecule [72,77].
Figure 3 shows the entanglement diagrams for a DMRG(10,8) calculation, which is
equivalent to the CAS(10,8)SCF result. For all internuclear distances, the single-orbital
entropies corresponding to the statically entangled orbitals are underestimated (compare
Figures 2 and 3), which can be partially explained by the missing dynamic correlation
effects attributed to the active and virtual orbitals. Although the differences in static
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correlation decrease when the atoms are pulled apart, CASSCF yields a qualitatively
wrong entanglement diagram, where it progressively dilutes dynamic correlation involved
in both nonbonding N 2s-orbitals (#1 and #5 in Figure 3), i.e., the number of green
lines and the single-orbital entropies diminish. If the missing dynamic correlation effects
are to be captured a posteriori, for instance, by means of perturbation theory, a larger
amount of dynamic correlation needs to be included close to the equilibrium structure and
for smaller bond lengths than asymptotically, when approaching the dissociation limit.
This may explain why the CASPT2 dissociation curve deviates more strongly from a FCI
reference around the equilibrium bond length as presented in Ref. 78.
Last but not least, we discuss how the entanglement diagrams can be utilized to
monitor the bond-forming/bond-breaking process and to resolve different types of bonds
individually. In the case of the N2 molecule, we should be able to distinguish the dissoci-
ation of two pi-bonds and one σ-bond. If the N atoms are pulled apart, the single-orbital
entropies corresponding to the pi- and pi∗-orbital pairs increase considerably faster than
those corresponding to the bonding and antibonding combination of σ-orbitals. Thus, the
weaker pi-bonds are breaking first under dissociation, followed by the stronger σ-bond. If
the nitrogen atoms are pulled further apart, from a distance of approximately 1.6 A˚ on-
wards, the σ-bond gets weakened and the corresponding single-orbital entropies increase
most extensively, while the s(1)i values associated with the pi-bonds grow more slowly. In
the dissociation limit, where both the σ- and pi-bonds are broken, the single-orbital en-
tropies corresponding to the bonding and antibonding combination reach their maximum
value of ln 4 (note that 〈nˆ↑,i〉 = 〈nˆ↓,i〉 = 0.5 and 〈nˆ↑,inˆ↓,i〉 = 0.25; see Ref. 40 for further
discussion), first observed for the weaker pi-bonds, followed by the stronger σ-bond.
4.2 The fluorine molecule
The dissociation of the weakly covalently bonded F2 molecule is a prime example of
a single-reference problem where dynamic electron correlation effects play a dominant
role [79–84]. In fact, a full valence CASSCF calculation yields only half of the binding
energy [85], while CCSD produces a potential energy well which is almost twice as deep
as CCSDT [82].
The importance of dynamic correlation effects can be clearly seen in the distribution
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of entanglement bonds (connecting lines in the mutual information plot) among orbitals
(see left column in Figure 5). For the entanglement analysis, we chose four characteristic
points along the dissociation coordinate: the equilibrium structure (1.41 A˚), two stretched
bond length (2.00 and 2.53 A˚), and a bond length in the vicinity of full dissociation (3.50
A˚).
Table 7 collects the electronic energies for selected interatomic distances determined
by CC, CASSCF, CASPT2, and DMRG calculations. In general, the DMRG(14,32)
calculations yield rather similar (but, of course, slightly lower) electronic energies than
CCSDT(14,32). In particular, CAS(14,8)PT2, CCSDT(14,32), and DMRG(14,32) show
a qualitatively similar asymptotic behavior (see Figure 4).
Table 7: Electronic energies for the F2 molecule in Hartree for the CASSCF, CASPT2,
DMRG, CCSD, CCSD(T) and CCSDT calculations at different interatomic distances dFF.
The DMRG parameter sets are summarized in the Supporting Information.
Method 1.41 A˚ 2.00 A˚ 2.53 A˚ 3.50 A˚
CAS(14,8)SCF −198.833 651 −198.810 987 −198.804 463 −198.804 006
CAS(14,8)PT2 −199.295 240 −199.249 765 −199.232 141 −199.229 908
DMRG(14,32) −198.968 889 −199.931 106 −198.911 450 −198.906 415
CCSD(14,32) −198.960 881 −198.914 147 −198.890 009 −198.884 283
CCSD(T)(14,32) −198.967 091 −198.930 853 −198.919 979 −198.925 141
CCSDT(14,32) −198.967 501 −198.928 587 −198.909 625 −198.905 900
CCSD(14,all) −199.293 721 −199.224 737 −199.193 891 −199.183 541
CCSD(T)(14,all) −199.313 606 −199.270 842 −199.272 581 −199.292 289
CCSDT(14,all) −199.313 616 −199.266 962 −199.253 970 −199.253 149
Figure 5 depicts the entanglement measures determined from the DMRG(14,32) ref-
erence calculations. As expected, all orbitals are involved in pure dynamic correlation
(small single-orbital entropies and they are connected by green lines in the mutual infor-
mation diagram), except for the bonding and antibonding 2pσ combinations (#2 and #18)
forming the single bond, which are more strongly entangled (large single-orbital entropies
and connected by a blue line encoding nondynamic correlation effects). Note that some
orbitals included in a full-valence CASSCF calculation (marked in red in the middle panel
of Figure 5) possess considerably smaller s(1)i than some virtual orbitals, and are thus
less important for dynamic correlation effects. If the atoms are pulled apart, the σ-bond
21
starts to break, which is accompanied by an increase in the corresponding single-orbital
entropies. For the remaining active space orbitals, however, the single-orbital entropy pat-
terns remain unchanged (note the different scaling of the axes in the single-orbital entropy
diagrams), while simultaneously a larger number of orbitals becomes weakly entangled
(increasing number of green lines in Figure 5).
Figure 4: Electronic energy differences for the F2 molecule at various intermolecular
distances determined by different quantum chemical methods. The energy reference is
the electronic energy at equilibrium distance of each method.
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Figure 5: Mutual information and single-orbital entropies s(1)i from DMRG(14,32) calculations
for the F2 molecule at different internuclear distances. The orbitals are numbered and sorted
according to their (CASSCF) natural occupation numbers. Strongly entangled orbitals are
shown on the right hand side. Each orbital index in the s(1)i diagram (middle; those included
in the CAS(14,8)SCF calculations are marked in red) corresponds to the same natural orbital
as numbered in the entanglement plot (left). Itot is 1.41, 2.30, 2.40, and 2.41 with increasing
distance. 23
This can also be observed in the evolution of the total quantum information and its
contributions. Close to the equilibrium distance, weakly entangled orbitals account for the
essential part of the total quantum information, while statically/nondynamically entan-
gled orbitals contribute most for stretched interatomic distances. Furthermore, the total
quantum information accumulates upon dissociation, which motivates the increase in both
static (predominantly) and dynamic (secondary) correlation effects. Our entanglement-
based analysis thus indicates that a restricted CC calculation should describe the dis-
sociation process of the F2 molecule properly, since all active space orbitals are mainly
dynamically entangled, despite one strongly entangled pair of orbitals.
Figure 6 shows the entanglement diagram determined from a DMRG(14,8) calcula-
tion, which is equivalent to the CAS(14,8)SCF calculation. By comparing Figures 5
and 6, we observe that a large amount of dynamic electron correlation effects cannot
be captured in the small active space calculations (note the small number of green lines
and single-orbital entropies close to zero in Figure 6). If the F atoms are pulled apart,
the single-orbital entropies and mutual information will continue to decrease, which im-
plies that even less dynamic electron correlation could be captured in a CAS(14,8)SCF
calculation for increasing interatomic distances than for those close to the equilibrium
bond length. In the dissociation limit, only the bonding and antibonding σ-orbitals are
strongly entangled, and a CAS(14,8)SCF wave function misses all dynamic correlation
effects among the active-space orbitals (no green lines and single-orbital entropies close
to zero). This has direct consequences for the calculation of the dissociation pathway of
F2. Since CAS(14,8)SCF neglects the major part of dynamic electron correlation effects,
it suffers from a wrong dissociation limit, which is in accord with previous findings [85].
Furthermore, since dynamic correlation effects are captured in an unbalanced way already
in the CAS(14,8)SCF calculation (recall the decreasing number of green lines or vanishing
values of single-orbital entropies), a CAS(14,8)PT2 treatment cannot capture the missing
dynamic correlation in the active space, an observation that we have already at the exam-
ple of N2 dissociation. Hence, the CAS(14,8)PT2 dissociation curve comprises a different
slope than the DMRG(14,32) or CCSDT(14,all) reference calculations in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Mutual information (left) and single-orbital entropies s(1)i (right) from DMRG(14,8)
calculations for the F2 molecule at different internuclear distances. The orbitals — marked in
red in Figure 5 — are numbered and sorted according to their (CASSCF) natural occupation
numbers. The orbital index and the number in the entanglement plot (left) correspond to the
same natural orbital.
Finally, we can monitor the bond-breaking process of a σ-bond in the F2 molecule
25
employing the entanglement analysis. In the equilibrium structure, the bonding and an-
tibonding combination of the F 2pz-orbitals feature medium-sized single-orbital entropies
and are thus statically entangled. If both atoms are pulled apart, only the single-orbital
entropies corresponding to the bonding and antibonding orbitals of the σ-bond increase
significantly from about 0.3 to 0.75. If the F atoms are further pulled apart, the s(1)i
profile will change only little indicating that the σ-bond is almost broken. This is also
seen in the flat slope of the energy between 2.52 and 3.70 A˚ in Figure 4.
We should note that the maximum value of s(1)i of ln 4 cannot be reached during
the bond-breaking (or bond-forming) process of one single-bond. This can be explained
by the structure of the electronic wave function and by how the s(1)i measure has been
defined (cf., e.g., Table 4). In the case of one single-bond, the matrix elements of O(1)i
and O(6)i are significantly smaller than those determined from electronic wave functions
describing the dissociation of multiple or several single-bonds at once. The qualitative
picture, however, remains unchanged.
Figure 7: Electronic energy differences for the CsH molecule at various intermolecular
distances determined by different quantum chemical methods. The energy reference is
the electronic energy at equilibrium distance of each method.
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4.3 The cesium hydride molecule
The dissociation of CsH represents another prototypical quantum chemical problem,
namely that of an avoided crossing [57, 86–89]. Table 8 summarizes the electronic en-
ergies determined from CASSCF, CASPT2, DMRG and CC calculations for different
active spaces. CAS(10,15)PT2 and DMRG(10,51) yield qualitatively similar dissociation
curves (they almost lie on top of each other in Figure 7), while all restricted-virtual CC
electronic energies are significantly above the DMRG and CASPT2 results (cf. Table 8)
for short and intermediate internuclear distances.
Table 8: Electronic energies for the CsH molecule in Hartree for CASSCF, CASPT2,
DMRG, CCSDa, CCSD(T)a and CCSDTa calculations at different interatomic distances
dCsH.
Method 2.50 A˚ 3.50 A˚ 5.50 A˚ 7.00 A˚
CAS(10,15)SCF −7783.942 879 −7783.926 862 −7783.896 474 −7783.894 382
CAS(10,15)PT2 −7784.023 052 −7784.000 788 −7783.962 897 −7783.960 022
DMRG(10,51) −7783.971 143 −7783.950 064 −7783.908 452 −7783.906 309
CCSD(10,51) −7783.933 885 −7783.912603 − 7783.885 783 −7783.888 379
CCSD(T)(10,51) −7783.937 106 −7783.915632 −7783.908 993 −7784.069 822
CCSDT(10,51) −7783.950 385 −7783.915985 − 7783.893 401 −7783.898 877
CCSD(10,all) −7784.032498 −7784.009 397 −7783.966 855 −7783.959 935
CCSD(T)(10,all) −7784.039581 −7784.016 104 −7783.984 226 −7784.130 504
a In all CC calculations, the DKH3 HF reference energy has been shifted to coincide with the
DKH10 HF reference energy. The correlation energy remains unaffected by the choice of the DKH
Hamiltonian.
The entanglement diagrams along the dissociation pathway shown in Figure 8 illus-
trate that the major part of the static and dynamic correlation is distributed among the
active-space orbitals already incorporated in the CASSCF calculations. Only some few
external orbitals contribute to dynamic correlation effects. Upon dissociation, the bonding
and antibonding σ-orbitals (#3-#4) become strongly entangled, while the single-orbital
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entropies corresponding to the external orbitals of the CAS(10,15) active space decrease,
signifying a reduced amount of dynamic correlation effects attributed to these external
orbitals. This picture remains unchanged if the atoms are continuously pulled apart,
despite the further increase in single-orbital entropies corresponding to the σ- and σ∗-
orbitals. As expected, those orbitals which are involved in chemical bonding become
strongly entangled when we reach the dissociation limit.
If we compare the entanglement diagrams of the large active space calculation (Figure
8) to those determined for the small active space of CAS(10,15)SCF (Figure 9), we ob-
serve similar entanglement patterns for intermediate and stretched bond lengths. Minor
differences in single-orbital entropies are present around the equilibrium structure, where
both static and dynamic correlation effects are underestimated as indicated by s(1)i val-
ues being too small. Note that a similar picture is expected for all remaining points of
the potential energy curve. Furthermore, since the major part of electron correlation can
be already appropriately included in a CAS(10,15)SCF calculation, the missing dynamic
electron correlation attributed to the (small number of) external orbitals can be easily
captured in a CASPT2 calculation. This explains the similarity in the (slope of the) dis-
sociation curves determined for CASPT2 and the DMRG calculation. Note that DMRG
yields overall higher electronic energies since the dynamic correlation effects of the ex-
ternal orbitals are neglected, which results basically in a constant shift in energy when
compared to the CASPT2 results, which take the full virtual orbital space into account.
A comparison of the entanglement diagrams in Figures 8 and 9 determined for small
and large active space calculations suggests that CAS(10,15)SCF is not able to incorporate
all static and dynamic correlation effects in the chosen active space in an equal manner
along the whole reaction coordinate. However, these differences are only minor and more
pronounced around the equilibrium distance than for larger interatomic distances. Hence,
the CAS(10,15)SCF calculations lead to a qualitatively wrong dissociation pathway (recall
the steeper slope in Figure 7). Note that this can be easily corrected by employing
perturbation theory upon the CAS(10,15)SCF wave function. Furthermore, since we
observe a large number of statically entangled orbitals CCSD(T) yields a qualitatively
and quantitatively incorrect dissociation curve (see also Figure 7).
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Figure 8: Mutual information and single-orbital entropies s(1)i from
DMRG(10,51)[512,1024,10−5] calculations for the CsH molecule at different internuclear
distances. The orbitals are numbered and sorted according to their (CASSCF) natural
occupation numbers. Strongly entangled orbitals are shown on the right hand side (from
left to right: Cs, H). Each orbital index in the s(1)i diagram (middle; those included in the
CAS(14,8)SCF calculations are marked in red) corresponds to the same natural orbital as
numbered in the entanglement plot (left). The total quantum information Itot is 1.66, 1.75,
2.49, and 2.64 for increasing distance.
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Figure 9: Mutual information and single-orbital entropies s(1)i from DMRG(10,15) calculations
for the CsH molecule at different internuclear distances. The orbitals — marked in red in Figure
8 — are numbered and sorted according to their (CASSCF) natural occupation numbers. The
orbital index and the number in the entanglement plot (left) correspond to the same natural
orbital.
As observed for the dissociation of the F2 molecule, the single-orbital entropies as-
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sociated with the bonding and antibonding σ-orbitals forming the σ-bond increase if
the atoms are pulled apart, while those corresponding to the remaining orbitals change
only marginally. These small-valued s(1)i are caused by intra-atomic correlation effects
between the nonbonding Cs 4d-, 6p- ,5d- and 7s-orbitals. The increase in s(1)i corre-
sponding to the orbitals involved in bond-breaking during the dissociation pathway leads
to a gradual rise in the total quantum information, which would reach its maximum value
in the dissociation limit. The same could be observed for the mutual information and
single-orbital entropies.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we have elaborated on how our entanglement-based analysis of electron-
correlation effects introduced in Ref. 37 can be extended to study such effects in chemical
reactions, i.e., in bond-making and bond-breaking processes. The mutual information and
single-orbital entropy are convenient measures to resolve dynamic, static and nondynamic
correlation effects among molecular orbitals and to understand the performance of ab initio
quantum chemical approaches. The calculation of the one- and two-orbital reduced density
matrices whose eigenvalues enter the single-orbital entropy and mutual information, has
been discussed in some detail.
We demonstrated that the one- and two-orbital entanglement measures can be utilized
to monitor bond-breaking and—equivalently—bond-forming processes. Upon dissociation
of a chemical bond, the bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals associated with the
bond of interest become strongly entangled. Hence, the corresponding single-orbital en-
tropies gradually increase if two atoms are pulled apart. Moreover, the entanglement
analysis resolves the bond breaking of different bond types (σ, pi, etc.) individually in
multi-bonded centers. Whether it is possible to define a quantitative bond strength em-
ploying entanglement measures requires, however, further investigations.
As molecules with prototypical bonds, we have investigated the dissociation process
of the diatomic molecules N2, F2 and CsH, which represent characteristic examples of
single- or multi-reference problems. For the N2 molecule, our analysis indicates that
nondynamic, static and dynamic correlation effects are confined to a small number of
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orbitals which entails the qualitatively good performance of CASPT2-type approaches. A
well-known counter example represents the dissociation problem of the F2 molecule, where
the entanglement measures illustrate that all active-space orbitals contribute equally to
dynamic correlation effects along the reaction coordinate, while static correlation effects
are confined to the bonding and antibonding σ-orbitals only. In both cases, however, full-
valence active space calculations considerably underestimated dynamic correlation effects
for stretched interatomic distances.
A different picture was obtained for the dissociation of CsH, where all important static
and dynamic correlation effects could already be incorporated in the small active space
calculation, i.e., similar entanglement diagrams were obtained in CASSCF and DMRG
calculations. The missing dynamic correlation effects attributed to the external CASSCF
natural orbitals are minor and can thus be easily captured by perturbation theory on top
of the CASSCF reference function.
All bond-formation/bond-breaking processes discussed in this work have been studied
for diatomic molecules only, where the molecular orbitals are basically localized orbitals
and point group symmetry could be exploited. The transferability of the entanglement-
based analysis to larger reactive systems, the effect of the type of molecular orbitals
chosen for the analysis, and the possible necessity for localizing molecular orbitals is
currently under investigation in our laboratory. In this context, the one- and two-orbital
entanglement measures, calculated here from converged DMRG wave functions, should be
implemented also for standard quantum chemical approaches (MP2, CC, CASSCF, etc.),
which we will reserve for future work.
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Supporting Information
A DMRG calculations
A.1 Dissociation of N2
All electronic energies determined for different DMRG parameter sets and various inter-
atomic distances are summarized in Table 9. We have employed the DBSS procedure
with a maximum number of renormalized active system states set to 1024 and a quantum
information loss of 10−5, while the minimum number of renormalized active system states
was varied as given in the Table. Note that for all calculations mentioned in Table 9 the
maximum number of m = 1024 was accepted for at most one or two microiteration steps,
and thus only a small number of renormalized active system states is required to describe
the system accurately.
In addition, we have performed some test calculations to check whether convergence
has been reached in cases where the energy difference between different converged DMRG
calculations was slightly larger than 1.5 mHartree. In these calculations, the initialization
was performed with a minimum number of 1024 renormalized active system states, while
the remaining sweeps were performed with at least 512 renormalized active system states.
Since the electronic energies differ by less than 0.3 mHartree and similar entanglement
diagrams have been obtained, the DMRG(10,46)[512,1024,10−5] calculations are taken as
reference. We should note that all DMRG calculations are converged higher than 0.3
mHartree when comparing two subsequent parameter sets since the maximum number
of renormalized active system states was maintained for at most 2 microiteration steps,
while the quantum information loss was two orders of magnitude lower than the chosen
value of 10−5 in all microiteration steps.
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Table 9: Energies for N2 in Hartree atomic units for DMRG(10,46)[mmin,1024,10
−5] cal-
culations for different interatomic distances dNN.
Method E/Hartree
d = 1.12 A˚ d = 1.69 A˚ d = 2.12 A˚ d = 2.22 A˚ d = 2.33 A˚ d = 3.175 A˚
mmin = 128 −109.227 303 −108.991 383 −108.903 792 −108.896 937 −108.891 132 −109.873 954
mmin = 256 −109.229 113 −108.993 956 −108.911 230 −108.903 443 −108.898 598 −109.880 125
mmin = 512 −109.229 813 −108.995 701 −108.912 849 −108.905 589 −109.900 737 −109.881 603
mmin = 1024\512 −109.229 847 −108.913 120 −108.900 897
A.2 Dissociation of F2
The DMRG calculations for F2 have been performed in a similar way as discussed for the
N2 molecule and are summarized in Table 10. However, the accuracy of the initialization
procedure (CI-DEAS) severely determines convergence behavior. In order to avoid local
minima, the number of renormalized active system states had to be set to at least 1024 for
the initialization steps (these calculations are labeled as DMRG(14,32)[mstart,mmin,mmax,10
−5]
in Table 10). With such a large value for mstart, convergence with respect to m can be
already obtained for a small number of renormalized active system states.
Table 10: Energies for F2 in Hartree atomic units for
DMRG(14,32)[(mstart,)mmin,mmax,10
−5] calculations for different interatomic distances
dFF. If not mentioned otherwise, mstart has been set equal to mmin.
E/Hartree
Method d = 1.41 A˚ d = 2.00A˚ d = 2.53 A˚ d = 3.50 A˚
DMRG(14,32)[128,1024,10−5] −198.936 599 − −198.878 361 −198.876 518
DMRG(14,32)[256,1024,10−5] −198.937 016 − −198.895 701 −198.889 183
DMRG(14,32)[1024,256,1024,10−5] −198.968 768 −199.930 466 − −
DMRG(14,32)[512,1024,10−5] − − −198.908 453 −198.902 580
DMRG(14,32)[1024,512,1024,10−5] −198.968 889 −199.931 106 −198.908 816 −198.905 631
DMRG(14,32)[1024,1500,10−5] − − −198.911 267 −198.906 415
DMRG(14,32)[1024,2048,10−5] − − −198.911 450
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A.3 Dissociation of CsH
Table 11 summarizes all electronic energies obtained from DMRG calculations for the dis-
sociation of the CsH molecule. As aforementioned, the maximum number of renormalized
active system states was set to 1024 with a quantum information loss of 10−5, while the
minimum number of renormalized active system states was increased as mentioned in the
Table until convergence with respect to m was reached. Again, the maximum number of
renormalized active-system states was kept for at most one microiteration step, while the
quantum information loss was considerably smaller than the chosen threshold of 10−5.
Hence, increasing mmin would result in an energy decrease of considerably less than 1
mHartree as observed for the N2 molecules.
Table 11: Energies for CsH in Hartree atomic units for DMRG(10,y)[mmin,1024,10
−5]
calculations for different interatomic distances dCsH. For dCsH = 2.5A˚ and dCsH = 7.0A˚,
51 orbitals are contained in the active space, while for dCsH = 5.5A˚ only 50 orbitals could
be included due to symmetry considerations.
E/Hartree
Method d = 2.5A˚ d = 3.50A˚ d = 5.5A˚ d = 7.0A˚
mmin = 128 −7783.946 277 − −7783.884 358 −7784.900 746
mmin = 256 −7783.970 497 −7783.949 555 −7783.907 986 −7784.905 747
mmin = 512 −7783.971 143 −7783.950 064 −7783.908 452 −7784.906 309
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A.4 Additional entanglement diagrams
Mutual information Single orbital entropy
(a) dNN = 2.12A˚
Mutual information Single orbital entropy
(b) dNN = 2.33A˚
Figure 10: Mutual information and single orbital entropies s(1)i for
DMRG(10,46)[512,1024,10−5] calculations for the N2 molecule at different internu-
clear distances. The orbitals are numbered and sorted according to their (CASSCF)
natural occupation numbers. Each orbital index in the s(1)i diagram indicates one
molecular orbital and corresponds to the same natural orbital as numbered in the mutual
information plot. Those orbitals which are included in the CAS(10,8)SCF calculations
are marked in red in the single-orbital entropy diagram. The total quantum information
sums up to 7.63, and 8.26 for increasing distances.
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